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Autodesk Vault – Error Codes 

 

This is a quick guide as to troubleshooting potential issues with your Vault and 

figuring out what the error codes you see mean 

 

IT Departments, System Administrators 

 

 

Group Code/Error 
Code 

Error Description 

SysErrCodes   

0 Error code is not valid or is unspecified. 

CoreErrCodes   

100 Error creating the knowledge vault in database. 

101 Script to prime the database with its schema failed. 

102 Knowledge vault already exists in database. 

103 Attempt to create user in database failed. 

104 Error adding user role in database. 

105 Error removing user role in database. 

106 Error validating the principal as being a secure principal (i.e. authenticated). 

107 Principle requirement does not match. Should be anonymous. 

108 Requires new transaction, but transaction was not created. 

109 Error initializing knowledge vault in database. 

110 Stored procedure cannot be found. 

111 Error getting relative resource path. 

112 File stream is null, so the crc code can't be calculated 

113 File is not readable, so the crc code can't be calculated 

114 Could not create (Knowledge)VaultMaster Database 

115 Could not create (Knowledge)VaultMaster Database schema 

116 Could not initialize (Knowledge)VaultMaster Database tables 

117 Failure during migrate of a KnowledgeVault 

118 Failure creating VultSys user for the DB 



 

 

119 Failure during migrate of KnowledgeVaultMaster 

120 Failure updating the KnowledgeVaultMaster stored procedures 

121 Failure deleting the KnowledgeVaultMaster 

122 Failure updating user information 

123 Could not update EIDatabase table 

124 Failure moving the file store 

125 Failure attaching a database 

126 Failure detaching a database 

127 Failure deleting a Vault 

128 Failure backing up 

129 Failure restoring 

130 Unable to determine the version of a KnowledgeVault or Master 

131 The database master login is invalid 

132 The directory is not empty 

133 The Knowledge Vault referenced doesn't exist 

134 There are Knowledge Vaults still attached. 

135 Failure activating a vault 

136 Failure deactivating vault. DB is probably in use 

137 One of the inputs to the service call is incorrect. 

138 Vault name is not allowed, most likely due to illegal characters. 

139 Specified folder is illegal. 

140 Specified folder is already in use. 

141 Could not find global option. 

142 Could not find local option. 

143 Duplicate User Name 

144 Database error because an MDF or LDF file with that name already exists. 

145 Database is in use 

146 Cannot determine the migration steps. 

147 The specified path is too long. 

148 Incorrect vault category Id entered 

149 The vault's category does not support the operation. 

150 The KnowledgeVaultMaster referenced doesn't exist 

151 Not enough disk space to perform Backup/Restore operation. 

152 Cannot restore db files to a remote location 

153 Selected directory does not contain a valid backup structure. 


